Check Out
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Enhancing Safety by Delivering Superior
Training in the Areas That Matter Most
Quality • Value • Service • Technology

A Legacy Built on Trust
FlightSafety International views safety as a promise and commitment. We build
trust over time, and continue to earn it each day. Since our founding in 1951, our
instructors, engineers, technicians and team members have greatly contributed
to aviation safety around the world. Through comprehensive training programs
taught by top instructors. By designing and manufacturing advanced-technology
flight simulators and products that provide unmatched realism.
Aviation professionals have put their trust in us for almost seven decades. We
earn that daily through ongoing technological innovations and a dedication to
enhancing safety. Trust us to remain the global leader in professional aviation
training and simulation products.

Customers
Always
Come First
Customers recognize our many advantages, including delivering the highest-quality
training and outstanding service. We build on that foundation with our dedication to
safety, experienced instructors, training effectiveness, and advanced-technology simulators.
Our commitment to train to proficiency goes well beyond minimum requirements.
We never rest in making our already industry-leading training even better, offering
unmatched advanced master-level courses and instruction tailored to specific needs. Our
ongoing investment gives our Customers the widest and most complete range of services,
equipment and locations available. That adds up to the greatest value in aviation training.
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Giving Customers Every Advantage
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Aviation Training Checklist
Are you receiving the best possible value from your training? FlightSafety delivers
professional training to proficiency on fully qualified top-level simulators. Our programs
are designed in close consultation with the aircraft manufacturer – we’re the authorized
trainer for the vast majority of manufacturers.

We invite you to run through our checklist and see
whether your training meets the FlightSafety standard.

	My training partner has been enhancing
safety since 1951.

	Online eLearning opportunities help me
prepare for and enhance my training.

	My training partner provides factory-authorized
instruction to ensure the highest-quality, most
current and relevant instruction.

	My training partner provides a full range
of programs – initial, recurrent, differences
and new advanced courses.

	I train at a modern facility conveniently
located near the manufacturer or a major
service center for my aircraft.

	My trainer offers most courses repeatedly
throughout the year, allowing me to choose
a schedule that meets my requirements.

	My training partner offers comprehensive
courses for pilots, maintenance technicians,
dispatchers and cabin attendants.

	In addition to basic instruction, my trainer
offers a wide range of enrichment courses,
such as cold weather operations and RVSM.

	My training partner delivers professional
training at Learning Centers worldwide on
nearly every current business aircraft type.

	I know my instructor will work to help
ensure that I reach proficiency.

	I receive excellent, courteous, responsive
customer service at all times.

	The simulators I train on were designed
and built by one of the world’s leading
simulator manufacturers.

	My training partner delivers 1.4 million
hours of training each year to aviation
professionals from 167 countries.

	From ground school to flight training device
to full flight simulator, my training uses fully
integrated software that promotes consistency.

	My training is fully certified by regulatory
agencies worldwide.

	Training at my provider regularly occurs
on Level D full flight simulators.

	I can manage my training online with access
to records, schedules and online enrollment.

	My training partner operates a fleet of 320+
full flight simulators, often with multiple
simulators in diverse locations.

	My trainer gives me the flexibility to ensure
that the instruction meets my specific needs.
	My instructors are highly qualified and
experienced both in the cockpit and in
the classroom.

	I train with a company that serves 95 percent
of Fortune 100 companies that own
corporate aircraft.
	My trainer provides exceptional overall value.

If you checked 100 percent of these items, congratulations – and thank you. You’re
obviously already training with FlightSafety. If you’re unable to check them all, call us
and we’ll explain how you can receive superior training in the areas that matter most.

FlightSafety International is the world’s premier professional aviation
training company and supplier of flight simulators, visual systems
and displays to commercial, government and military organizations.
The company provides more than 1.4 million hours of training each
year to pilots, technicians and other aviation professionals from
167 countries and independent territories. FlightSafety operates the
world’s largest fleet of advanced full flight simulators at Learning
Centers and training locations in the United States, Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, France, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, South Africa
and the United Kingdom.
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